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Abstract

This thorn provides mechanisms for obtaining different information from timers during a Cactus run. Currently there are only simple reports to screen but in the future more configurable options will be added.

1 Using This Thorn

To use this thorn you only need to include it in your ActiveThorns parameter and set the relevent parameters. With default parameters the thorn does nothing.

Current options are to output the timing report to screen at the next iteration (via a steering interface), before each checkpoint, at a given iteration, or at periodic iteration intervals.

1.1 Obtaining This Thorn

Available as part of the Cactus Computational Toolkit in arrangement CactusUtils.

1.2 Support and Feedback

To the Cactus Team at cactusmaint@cactuscode.org or through the Bug/Feature Request web pages at www.cactuscode.org.